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Foxit on Monday released fixes for Foxit
Reader 9.3 and Foxit PhantomPDF 9.3, which
addressed a whopping 124 vulnerabilities. Its
important to note that some bugs addressed
overlap, so the actual number of real-world

bugs is lower.Impacted are Foxit Reader and
Foxit PhantomPDF versions 9.2.0.9297 and

earlier for Windows. Foxit on Friday released
fixes for Foxit Reader 9.3 and Foxit

PhantomPDF 9.3, which addressed a
whopping 124 vulnerabilities. Its important
to note that some bugs addressed overlap,
so the actual number of real-world bugs is
lower.Impacted are Foxit Reader and Foxit

PhantomPDF versions 9.2.0.9297 and earlier
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for Windows. The following features are new
in Foxit PhantomPDF Business 6.2.0.0429
patch. 20. Downloads tab. Deletes all files

stored in the user profile. Added the window
with a list of the most recently opened PDF
files and the files stored in the user profile.
Foxit PhantomPDFs automatic document

security functions protect the PDF
documents uploaded to the server and keep

them secure by requiring user
authentication. If the scanned PDF document
is uploaded to the cloud, users can securely
share their files with others in the cloud, and

set a password to prevent others from
accessing the file. Some of our business

customers have reported having a problem
with their document conversion by Foxit PDF
Converter for Microsoft Office 2007 and Foxit

PDF Converter for Microsoft Word 2011, or
have asked us to provide help. Foxit has

developed some tools to fix these problems
and we are delighted to announce that they

are now available to you.
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foxit phantompdf business is a product that
will leave your mind melted. it is one of the

best pdf creator in the market because of its
features. foxit phantompdf has a full set of
functions that will satisfy all pdf users. in
addition, the application is a solid product

that has been tested for a considerable
period of time. the only downside about the

application is that it has some flaws. this
release of foxit phantompdf introduces
important improvements to searching

capabilities: set character limit for searching.
open and save files for offline use.

documents are organized into folders, and
you can create subfolders. get back to pdf

documents at any time. features an
improved interface. foxit phantompdf

includes official support for microsoft office
documents in openoffice/libreoffice, and
support for drag-and-drop for reordering

pages and adding annotations. you can also
reverse a page order by saving an "undo"
version. a new "shared templates" feature
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enables users to store templates in the cloud
and reuse them across multiple accounts.

together with foxit reader, this is a powerful
suite that helps businesses to stay

productive and efficient even with remote
workers. foxit phantompdf improves on its

pdf functionality by adding support for
linking and annotating pdf documents and a

pdf converter that converts your pdf
documents into a pdf file that can be easily

recognized and viewed on other devices and
also on dropbox. you can also upload your
pdfs from dropbox to your foxit account so
they can be accessed from multiple devices

or computers. 5ec8ef588b
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